w x
In their famous paper 6 , Kazhdan and Lusztig introduced the concept of equivalence classes such as left cell, right cell, and two-sided cell in a Coxeter group W. We inherit the notations F , F , F , ; , ; , L R L R L R w x Ž . and ; in 6 . Thus w ; y resp. w ; y, resp. w ; y means that LR LR L R Ž the elements w, y g W are in the same two-sided cell resp. left cell, resp. 1 1 L
x g W such that x F z and x ; y .
Ž . Proposition 1.6 1 . Again by Proposition 1.6 1 , this implies that there exists xЈ g W such that C appears with non-zero coefficient in
and that C appears with non-zero coefficient in Proof. Consider all the sequences of elements x s x, x , . . . , x s y 0 1 r from x to y such that the relation x © x holds for every i,
Then by Proposition 1.6 2 , we see that the upper boundary of the lengths r of these sequences is finite, which must be less than or equal Ž . Ž . to a x y a y . So we can assume that x ¤ y and that the result is true right cell is non-empty . Since w ;¨Ј, we can find¨Ј s¨, . . . ,¨s w
repeatedly Lemma 1.7, we find a sequence¨s¨, . . . ,¨such that¨F¨X
Ž . 1FiFr,¨;¨; иии ;¨. In particular, we have¨;¨F w. x Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 . So the proofs of the former are analogous to those of the latter. But in our proof of Theorem 1.8, we do not assume Ž . that the number of two-sided cells of W, S is finite. So the conclusion of Ž . Theorem 1.8 is valid for any crystallographic group with the property ) , not only for an affine Weyl group. By applying the argument analogous to w x ours, we can show that the conclusion of 12, Theorem 3.2 is also valid for Ž . any crystallographic group with the property ) .
1.10. Let S be the set of all the subsets of S. For any I, J : S, write I < J, if for any I g I, there exists some J g J such that J = I. We write -и , if -, and there does not exist any g ⌳ , n satisfying z z . It is well known that -и if and only if there exist two integers i, j, j ) i G 1, satisfying the following conditions: 
Ž .
To each element w g A A , we associate a sequence of integers
and u -¨in some X implies u w )¨w , Ž . Ž . 
5
< < where the notation X stands for the cardinality of a set X.
is a partition of n see n Ž . 2.4. To each J ; S, we associate a partition J of n as below. Decompose the set J into a disjoint union J s J j J j иии j J satisfying 1 2 r the following conditions: Proof. We may assume J n I since otherwise there is nothing to prove. < < < < We need only to deal with the case of J s I y 1. Then the result can be shown easily by comparing standard decompositions of I and J. 
Proof. 
Ž . Denote the last element of the above by z. Then we have z s w J and hence w ª z ; w .
To understand the above proof, we illustrate it by an example with k s 5 and k s 3 as below. Notice that an element w g A A can be 1 2 n identified with a ‫ޚ‬ = ‫ޚ‬ matrix whose entries are all zero except for those ÄŽ Ž . . 4 Ž w x. in the positions i, i w ¬ i g ‫ޚ‬ which are 1 see 13 :
Proof
positions of I and J. By Lemma 2.5, we may assume that there exists some w x i, j, 1 F i -j F r, such that I s J for any h g 1, r , h / i, j, and I s
. Then by Lemma 2.6, we have w ª w . This implies
immediately that w © w . 
Ž . Assertion 2 is just the conclusion of Lemma 2.8. For assertion 1 , we may assume / since otherwise there is nothing to do. On the other hand, for any -in ⌳ , there exists a sequence of partitions s n 0 , , . . . , s in ⌳ such that the relation -и holds for every i,
Thus in the proof of this assertion, we may assume -и Ž . without loss of generality. But in this case, assertion 1 follows directly from Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.7.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM B IN RANK 4 CASES
Besides A , there are four other types for the affine Weyl groups of 4˜˜r ank 4, i.e., B , C , D , and F . We shall prove Theorem B in these four 4 4 4 4 cases in the present section.
The unipotent classes of a classical algebraic group G can be parametrized by partitions of a certain integer. We denote by u the unipotent class of G parametrized by a partition . We have u F u if and only if G . Ž . Thus the unipotent classes of PSO ‫ރ‬ have the partial order as in Fig. 2a.   8 3.4. The partial ordering on the unipotent classes of the reductive Ž . Ž complex algebraic group G F , ‫ރ‬ of type F , using Carter's notation see 4 4 w x. 2 , is as in Fig. 2b .
3.5. According to Lusztig, the unipotent classes of the algebraic group Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. PSp ‫ރ‬ resp. SO ‫ރ‬ , resp. PSO ‫ރ‬ , resp. G F , ‫ރ‬ are in 1᎐1 corre- pondence with the two-sided cells of the affine Weyl group of type B 4˜Ž . resp. C , resp. D , resp. F . The following tables give these correspon- Ž . with a ⍀ s 7, we associate an element w s 121321432 g ⍀; to the Ž . Ž .4 PSO ‫ރ‬ , G F , ‫ރ‬ and let W be the affine Weyl group corresponding to 8 4 a Gas above. We need only to prove the following assertions:
Ž . 
